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Abstract
In this work, we study themicroscopic dynamics of distorted skyrmions in strained chiralmagnets
(Shibatak et al 2015Nat. Nanotechnol. 10 589) under gradientmagnetic field and electric current by
Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert simulations of the anisotropic spinmodel. It is observed that the dynamical
responses are also anisotropic, and the velocity of the distorted skyrmion is periodically dependent on
the directions of the external stimuli. Furthermore, in addition to the uniformmotion, ourwork also
demonstrates an anti-phase harmonic vibration of the two skyrmions in nanostripes, and the
frequencies can be effectivelymodulated by the anisotropicDzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction. The
simulated results are well explained by Thiele’s theory, whichmay provide useful information in
understanding the dynamics of the distorted skyrmions.

1. Introduction

A skyrmion is a vortex-like topological spin structure where the spins point in all directions wrapping a sphere,
as schematically shown infigure 1(a). It has been observed experimentally in chiralmagnets such asMnSi and
FeGe, and attracts continuous attentions due to its interesting physics and potential applications for novel data
storage devices [1–7]. In thesematerials, the skyrmions are stabilized by the competition of theDzyaloshinskii–
Moriya (DM) interaction and the ferromagnetic (FM) exchange interaction in the presence of an external
magnetic field (h), as revealed in earlier works [8–10]. Importantly, it can bewell controlled by an ultralow
current density of a few 102 A cm2which is several orders ofmagnitude smaller than that formagnetic domain
walls. Thus, skyrmionswere proposed to be promising candidates for high-density and low power consumption
magneticmemories, especially considering their inherent topological stability and small lateral size.Moreover,
the universal current–velocity relation of the skyrmionmotion independent on impurities in chiralmagnets was
uncovered theoretically [11] and confirmed in themost recent experiments [12].

In addition, effective control of skyrmions has been also demonstrated using other external stimuli such as
gradientmagnetic/electric field and uniaxial stress [13–16]. For example, amagnetic field gradient∇h can drive
aHall-likemotion of skyrmions [17–19]. Specifically, themain velocity v⊥ (perpendicular to∇h) is induced by
the gradient, and the low velocity v|| (parallel to∇h) is induced by the damping effect. Furthermore, significant
effects of uniaxial strain on themagnetic orders in chiralmagnetsMnSi and FeGe have been clearly uncovered in
experiments [20–22]. It is demonstrated that the uniaxial pressure can significantlymodulate the temperature-
region of the skyrmion lattice phase inMnSi and can tune thewave vector of the helical order at zero h [20, 23].
Our numerical calculations of the anisotropic spinmodel suggest that the interaction anisotropies induced by
the applied uniaxial stress play an essential role inmodulating themagnetic orders [24].More interestingly,
recent experiment demonstrates that even a small anisotropic strain (∼0.3%) in FeGe could induce a large
deformation (∼20%) of the skyrmion (as depicted infigure 1(b)) [25]. It is suggested theoretically that the
magnitude of theDM interaction is prominentlymodulated by the lattice distortion, resulting in the
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deformation of the skyrmion. Furthermore, distorted skyrmion is suggested to be stabilized in thin films of
chiralmagnets under tiltedmagnetic fields and/orwith anisotropic environments [26, 27].

While the deformed skyrmions are progressively uncovered, studies proceed in dynamic control of them.
The study becomes very important from the following two viewpoints. On one hand, comparingwith the
axisymmetric skyrmion ofwhich the dynamic response is isotropic, deformed skyrmion could bewith a
strikingly different response [26]. For example, recent numerically simulations demonstrate that in the presence
of the anisotropicDM interaction, the skyrmion/antiskyrmionHall angle strongly depends on the current
direction, suggesting a newdegree of freedom tomanipulate skyrmions [28]. Onemay question that if similar
anisotropic response of distorted skyrmion to other external stimuli such as gradientmagnetic field is also
available. The question is vital because themagnetic fieldmanipulation canwork for insulators, while the
electric current only works for conductors. On the other hand, this study also helps one to understand the
interaction between skyrmionswhich is important inmodulating their arrangement and dynamics [29–31].
Generally speaking, repulsive potential between skyrmions in a systemmakes them to be isolated [29, 32].
Interestingly, it was reported in recent work that skyrmion clusters could be formed in the helical phase of
Cu2OSeO3 due to the attractive skyrmion–skyrmion interactions [33]. Thus, the effects of the interaction
between distorted skyrmions on their dynamics deserve to be investigated in order to further understand the
microscopic dynamics in strained chiralmagnets.

In this work, we numerically study the dynamics of distorted skyrmions in chiralmagnets, and demonstrate
anisotropic dynamic responses to gradientmagnetic field and electric current. Furthermore, in addition to the
uniformmotion, anti-phase harmonic vibrations of the two skyrmions in nanostripe are uncovered, and the
oscillation frequency ismainly determined by the spin configurations of the skyrmionswhich can be tuned by
applied uniaxial strain. The simulated results arewell explained by Thiele’s theory.

2.Model andmethods

Following the earlier works [9, 34], we study the classicalHeisenbergmodel on the two-dimensional square
lattice for strained chiralmagnets, and theHamiltonian is given by

å å å= - + - ´ + ´ -+ + + +( · · ) ( · ˆ · ˆ) ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆH J D x D y hSS S S S S S S S , 1x y x x y y
z

i
i i i i

i
i i i i

i
i

where Si is the classical Heisenberg spinwith unit length on site i, x̂, ŷ are the basis vectors of the square lattice.
Thefirst term is the isotropic FM exchange interaction between the nearest neighbors with J=1. The second
term is the anisotropicDM interactionwith afixedDx=0.5, and themagnitude of theDM interaction
anisotropy is defined by η=Dy/Dx−1. The last term is the Zeeman couplingwith h applied along the [001]
direction. It has been experimentally reported that strain hardly affects the FMexchange interaction in FeGe. In
addition, the anisotropy of the FM interaction is expected to affect the deformation of skyrmion similar to the
anisotropy of theDM interaction, which is not considered in this work for simplicity.

We investigate the spin dynamics at zero temperature (T) by numerically solving the Landau–Lifshitz–
Gilbert (LLG) equation:

g a= - ´ + ´ ( )
t t

S
S f S

Sd

d

d

d
, 2i

i i i
i

with the local effective field fi=−(∂H/∂Si). Here, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio,α is theGilbert damping
coefficient. In this work, unless stated elsewhere, γ=1 andα=0.2 are selected in reduced units, and the
physical conclusionwill not be affected by the values of these parameters.When a spin-polarized current is

Figure 1. Spin configurations in the (a) axisymmetric skyrmion lattice phase at η=0, and (b) distorted one at η=0.2.
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considered, the LLG equation updates to

g a b= - ´ + ´ +  - ´ ( · ) ( · ) ( )
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The third term in the right side is the adiabatic spin-transfer-torque termdescribing the coupling between
the spin-polarized current j (vs∼j is the velocity of the conduction electrons) and localized spins, and the lastβ
term is the coupling owing to non-adiabatic effects.

We use the fourth-order Runge–Kuttamethod to solve the LLG equation. The initial spin configurations are
obtained by theMonteCarlo simulations using the over-relaxation algorithm and temperature exchange
method. Then, the configurations are sufficiently relaxed by solving the LLG equation. The simulation is
performed on an 18×18 (16×40) square lattice to simulate isolated (multiple) skyrmions. Furthermore, we
constrain the spin at the edges by S z=1 to reduce the finite lattice size effect for the case of isolated skyrmions
[35], while apply the periodic/free boundary condition along the direction perpendicular to/parallel to thefield
gradient for the case ofmultiple skyrmions. Thefinite-size effect is occasionally checked by the simulation on a
100×100 system size, which is confirmed to hardly affect ourmain conclusion. Subsequently, the spin
dynamics are investigated under gradient fields, and the simulated results are further explained using the
approach proposed by Thiele. Furthermore, the electric current drivenmotion of isolated skyrmions is also
investigatedwith the periodic boundary condition is applied. The displacement of the skyrmion is characterized
by the position of its centerR:R=Σr(S

z−1)r/Σr(S
z−1)with r is the coordinate of a local spin. Then, the

velocity is numerically calculated by v=dR/dt.

3. Results and discussion

Figures 1(a) and (b) give the initial spin configurations of single skyrmions under h=0.18 at η=0 and η=0.2,
respectively. The skyrmionwith arbitrary rotation symmetry under isotropic condition (η=0) is significantly
distortedwhen the anisotropy of theDM interaction is introduced to simulate anisotropic condition caused by
applied strain. Then, themotion of the skyrmion driven by gradientmagneticfields and electric currents with
various directions (denoted by the angle θ, as shown infigure 1(b)) are studied in detail.

First, we investigate the gradient-field-drivenmotion of single distorted skyrmion.Here, the gradient field
∇h is selected to be small enough (ranged from0.0001 to 0.0002) to prevent destabilizing the skyrmion. The
calculated v|| and v⊥ of the skyrmions as functions of∇h for various θ at η=0.16 are shown infigures 2(a) and
(b), respectively. Both v|| and v⊥ increase linearly with∇h, the same as the earlier report. Furthermore, forfixed
∇h and θ, v⊥ is rather larger than v||, exhibiting aHall-likemotion behavior. Interestingly, v|| and v⊥ are also
dependent on θ for afixed∇h, demonstrating an anisotropic dynamics. Subsequently, the effects of theDM
interaction anisotropy on the spin dynamics are investigated. Figure 2(c) shows the simulated v|| as a function of
θ for various η. The v||/∇h–θ curves are cosine curves with the period ofπ. Furthermore, the amplitude of the
curve gradually increases with the increase of η. The simulated v⊥/∇h–θ curves for various η are shown in
figure 2(d)which clearly demonstrates that v⊥ is sinusoidal relatedwith 2θ.Moreover, the curve significantly
shifts toward the high v⊥ side as∇h increases.

As amatter of fact, the simulated results can bewell explained by Thiele’s theory. In the continuum limit, the
modelHamiltonian is updated to
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where Sμ is theμ (μ=x, y, z) component of the spin. According to the approach proposed byThiele, one
obtains

a b b gG - + ´ - = -
¶
¶

( ) ˆ ( ) ( )v v z v vN
H

R
, 5s sk s

sk

whereNsk=4πqwith q=1 is the topological charge which is not changed for distorted skyrmion,Hsk is the
energy of the skyrmion. The components of the dissipative force tensorΓ is given by

òG = ¶ ¶( · ) ( )r S Sd , 6ij i j
2

here,Γxy=Γyx=0 is obtained even for distorted skyrmion due to itsπ-rotation symmetry. Subsequently, the
velocity of the distorted skyrmion under the gradient field can be calculated by
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where∂Hsk/∂R=Q∇hwith themagnetic charge = S -[ ]Q S1 .i
z

i It is easily noted that for afixed h,
noncollinear spin structures are favored andS S z

i i is decreasedwhen theDM interaction is enhanced. Thus,Q
increases as η increases, resulting in the increase of the velocity. Figure 3(a) shows the theoretical v⊥/∇h–θ and
v||/∇h–θ curves (dashed lines) and the corresponding simulated curves (solid dots) at η=0.16. The theoretical
result coincides well with the simulated one (the discrepancy of v⊥ is less than 5%), further confirming our
simulations. It is noted that Thiele approach investigates the continuum limit of themodel, while the LLG
simulation studies the discretemodel,mainly contributing to the systematic discrepancy. Obviously,
equation (7) demonstrates that the velocity is independent on θ forΓyy=Γxxwhich is available at η=0.
Furthermore, the value of (Γyy−Γxx) quickly increases with the increasing η, as clearly shown infigure 3(b).

Figure 2.Magnetic field gradient driven (a) v||, and (b) v⊥ as functions of∇h for various θ at η=0.16. (c) v||/∇h, and (d) v⊥/∇h as
functions of θ for various η.

Figure 3. (a)Comparison between simulations (solid dots) and theory (dashed lines) at η=0.16, and (b) the calculated exponents of
the dissipative force tensorΓxx andΓyy.
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Thus, themagnitude of the dynamics anisotropy (qualitatively denoted by the amplitude of the periodic
modulation) is significantly increased, as revealed in our simulations.Moreover, for afixed η, the amplitude of
the curve is linearly dependent onα, which has been confirmed in our simulations, although the corresponding
results are not shownhere.

For integrity, we also investigate the current driven single distorted skyrmionmotion. Based on the Thiele’s
theory, the velocities are given by

^
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It is clearly demonstrated that the spin response to the current is anisotropic (both v|| and v⊥ are periodically
modulated by 2θ), and themagnitude of the response anisotropy is linearly relatedwith (α−β)(Γyy−Γxx).
Figures 4(a) and (b) show the LLG simulated v|| and v⊥ as functions of θ for various η atβ=0.1. It is noted that
(Γyy−Γxx) quickly increases with the increasing η, resulting in the enhancement of the response anisotropy.
Furthermore, forα=β, v|| and v⊥ are independent on θ, as clearly shown infigures 4(c) and (d)which give the
simulated results for variousβ at η=0.16.More importantly, the transversemotion of the skyrmion is
eliminated, and the skyrmion propagates along the current directionwith zeroHallmotion. Thus, onemay
choose particularmaterials and apply external stimuli along particular directions to reduce v|| or v⊥, and in turn
to better control themotion of the skyrmions.

At last, we study the gradient-field-drivenmotions ofmulti-skyrmions in chiral nanostripes and pay
particular attention to the effect of the skyrmion–skyrmion interaction. For simplicity, thewidth of the
nanostripe is reasonably selected to stabilize only two skyrmions as depicted infigure 5(a). Furthermore,α=0
is chosen for this case, and onlyHallmotions of the skyrmions are available. This conveniently allows us to focus
on the effect of the skyrmion–skyrmion interaction. Figure 5(b) gives the time-dependent y-components of the
position-centers of the skyrmions at η=0.1. It is clearly shown that the skyrmions propagate in a longitudinal-
wave-like way. For afixed η, themotion of each skyrmion could be decomposed into a uniformmotion and a

Figure 4.Electric current driven (a) v||/vs and (b) v⊥/vs as functions of θ atβ=0.1 for various η. (c) v||/vs and (d) v⊥/vs as functions of
θ for variousβ.
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simple harmonic vibration. Furthermore, the two harmonic vibrations can be described as v′=Asin(ωt+j)
with a same frequencyω, a same amplitudeA and afixed phase difference ofπ.

Moreover, it is clearly shown thatω ismainly dependent on the value of theDM interactionDy (figure 5(c)),
and is hardly related to themagnitude of the field gradient. Thus, it is strongly suggested thatωmay be the
eigenfrequency determined by the configuration of the skyrmionwhich ismodulated by theDM interaction. In
otherwords, the skyrmion–skyrmion interaction ismainly determined by theDM interaction anisotropy, which
tunes the vibrationmode of the skyrmions. As an approximation, the energy transfer between the FMexchange
andDM interactionsΔE depending on the displacement of the skyrmion from the equilibriumpositionΔRy can
be estimated by expanding the energy nearing the equilibriumwave vector ky=tan(Dy/J),

p
D =

+
D

( )
( ) ( )

/
E

JD D J

J D
R
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2
. 9

y y

y

y
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2 2
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Subsequently, the frequencyω could be calculated byω∼g1/2 with the so-called elastic coefficient g
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As a result, the frequencyω∼(Dy)
2 can be obtained, as confirmed in our simulated results infigure 5(c)

which gives the simulatedω as a function of D .y
2 As amatter of fact, thefixedπ phase difference between the two

vibrations can also be explained byThiele’s theory. Regarding the two skyrmions as awhole, the skyrmion–
skyrmion interaction potential is independent of their central location. Thus, the average velocity of the two
skyrmionswill not be changed for afixedDM interaction, resulting in the anti-phase vibrations. Furthermore,
thewave vector of one of the helical orders significantly increases asDy increases, resulting in the increases of the
repulsive potential between the skyrmions and ofω, as demonstrated in our simulations.Moreover,ω is less
relevant toDx, which has been confirmed in our simulations (although the corresponding results are not shown
here for brevity), further demonstrating that the above analysis is reasonable. In addition, a nonzeroα gradually
diminishes the amplitude of the oscillation, and hardly changes the oscillation frequency.

Up to now, experimental knowledge of themicroscopic dynamics of distorted skyrmions in strained chiral
magnets remains ambiguous. Interestingly, this work clearly demonstrates that distorted skyrmions exhibit
anisotropic responses depending on the directions of thefield gradient or applied electric current. In real
materials, onemay choose particular directions of external stimuli to reduce perpendicular/parallel drift
velocity in order to better control themotion of the skyrmions.Moreover, in addition to the uniformmotion,

Figure 5.Magnetic field gradient driven (a)Hallmotion trails for two skyrmions (black and blue curves) at η=0.1 andα=0. The
white broken lines depict thefinal positions of the skyrmions. (b)The y-components of the central positions of the skyrmionsRy as a
function of time t, and (c) the vibration frequencyω as a function of D .y
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the anti-phase vibrations of the two skyrmions are observed, and the vibration frequency ismainly determined
by the spin configurations of the skyrmionswhich can bemodulated by applied strain. This phenomenonmay
provide useful information for future device design.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have studied the dynamics of the distorted skyrmions in chiralmagnets based on the LLG
simulations of the anisotropic spinmodel. It is demonstrated that the velocities of the skyrmions are significantly
dependent on the directions of themagnetic field gradient or the electric current, exhibiting the behavior of the
anisotropic dynamics control. Furthermore, in addition to the uniformmotion, the anti-phase harmonic
vibrations of the two skyrmions in chiral nanostripes are observed, andwhose frequency ismainly determined
by the spin configurations which can bemodulated by applied strain. The simulated results are well explained by
Thiele’s theory and aremeaningful in understanding the dynamics of the distorted skyrmions.
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